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Bow quivers provide a place to
hold arrows in a safe and con-
venient location while hunting

or target shooting and so, are consid-
ered to be quintessential pieces of
archery equipment. Back quivers are
popular with traditional archers while
target shooters generally favor belt
quivers. However, for hunting, both
belt and back quivers offer significant

disadvantages and consequently
aren’t popular with the bow hunting
fraternity.  Bow hunters need to have a
convenient, secure place to store their
arrows while moving to their hunting
sites or while stalking game, and
today’s modern bow quiver serves

that purpose perfectly. 
Bow quivers come in two basic

designs, two piece and detachable
one-piece models. Many hunters pre-
fer using a single piece detachable
quiver because it can be quickly
removed from the bow as an aid to
accurate shooting when they are in a
treestand or blind. Hunters who plan
to leave the quiver on the bow often
prefer a two-piece model because of
the added rigidity and because they
may be quieter at the shot.

I know some will argue a bow
quiver full of arrows unbalances the
bow and thus affects accuracy. I doubt
the average bow hunter, myself
included, notices much difference in
accuracy at the range most whitetails
are shot.  Then again, both Hoyt and
Toxonics offer offset stabilizers you
can use to balance quivers and other
accessories, and provided a hunter
practices with a loaded quiver he
should be able to obtain shots as
accurate with it as without.

Back in the mid-1960’s when I got
my first “real” bow, a Browning
recurve, there was little choice as to
how an archer carried his arrows.  Belt
and back quivers were available but
cumbersome. They stored arrows as
intended but they also allowed the
arrows to noisily rattle around, dulling
their blades. Carrying arrows in hand
was out of the question because it was
just too dangerous and inconvenient.
At the time, I remember thinking

there must be a better
way to carry my arrows
while hunting without
hurting myself or
spooking game.
Ultimately I discovered
a two piece plastic
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Octane’s two-piece bow quiver has all the features of the single piece model and comes
with adapters to fit Mathews, Hoyt, PSE and other bows. Mud and soil packed arrow
nocks are a thing of the past because of the large range of vertical adjustment that
keeps arrow nocks up and out of the way when a bow is lowered from a tree.

The Octane single piece quiver is highly
adjustable and includes a pre-cut foam
insert impregnated with a corrosion
inhibitor and a rare earth magnetic insert
to perfectly center the arrow tip after
loading. Six camouflage patterns are
available to help hunters match their
quiver to their bow.

The Fuse Ventera quiver may appear to
be radically designed but its form is purely
functional. Available in one or two-piece
models, the Ventera quivers hold arrows in
a double gripper mount without broad-
head contact. This means hunting heads
will remain razor sharp and won’t dull.
The Ventera line features an exclusive

one-piece co-
molded hood
with the rub-
ber insert
molded into
the hood
itself. This
means the
insert will
never shake,
or fall out.
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quiver that slipped over the top and
bottom limbs of my bow. The problem
with this arrangement was that the
heads of the arrow were exposed and
pointed straight up. It solved the
problem of carrying my arrows but
came at the expense of safety, which
was not a good situation.  

Fortunately, the archery industry
was growing and bowhunting was
becoming more popular. It took Bear
Archery in Grayling, Michigan to
come out with a safe, snap-on, four
arrow quiver designed for recurve
bows. The quiver was lightweight,
convenient, and most importantly, it
had a hood to cover the broadheads. I
used this quiver for years before I
bought my first compound bow. 

Modern bow quivers generally
have deep, protective hoods suitable
for a wide variety of broadheads. If
your customer is a fan of extremely
long heads, like some of the tradition-
al models from Steel Force or 3Rivers,
you may want to verify the quiver
they’re planning to buy provides com-
plete coverage of the blades. Typically
quiver hoods are either lined with a
soft rubber (like the several styles
from Kwikee) or they have foam liners

that help grip and quiet the broad-
heads. Closed cell foam works fine
with fixed blade heads provided
they’re not put away wet: Even stain-
less heads can lose some sharpness
after extended storage in wet foam
and of course non-stainless heads can
rust badly. 

Most hunters nowadays are using
carbon arrow shafts for hunting so it’s
a good idea to place an arrow shaft in
the quiver so that the customer can
see how securely the quiver grips the
shaft. Some companies provide two
sizes of gripper in the package and it’s
up to you as the retailer whether you’ll
mount the correct one for the cus-
tomer or let them do it. A few grippers
actually adjust for shaft sizes. Others
claim to handle everything, a claim
that may be hard to live up to if you’re
in a state where temperatures can dip
into the teens during bow season. 

Twin arrow grippers are typically
used on models designed for
mechanical heads, because then you
don’t need the arrow to be anchored at
the point end. Obviously pushing a
mechanical head into a block of foam
can cause it to open and/or may
knock the o-rings or rubber bands out
of place. The hunter who hasn’t made
a broadhead choice yet can be steered
toward a twin-gripper model, as they
work just as well on fixed blade heads
as they do on mechanicals.

Quick detach quivers are light-
weight, safe, convenient and popular
among hunters but they do have
some drawbacks. The biggest disad-
vantage of a detachable quiver is that
it only attaches to the bow in one spot
and consequently tends to vibrate
after the shot. Some manufacturers
have addressed this problem by
adding noise-damping material or
devices to the quiver and their efforts
have improved things considerably.
Single piece quivers also tend to be
less expensive, a factor which con-
tributes significantly to their popular-
ity particularly if the hunter plans to
hang them on a hook when he’s
securely buckled in the treestand.

Personally, I prefer using a two
piece quiver because it greatly
reduces vibration and thus noise. My
four-arrow Hoyt quiver firmly attach-
es to the riser of my Hoyt bow and

because there are no moving parts, it
doesn’t rattle nearly as much as the
detachable quiver it replaced.
Interestingly, it’s been bow companies
like Hoyt, Mathews and BowTech that
have driven some of the advance-
ments in quiver design. They want
customers to have a complete pack-
age that’s quiet and accurate to shoot,
and as they’ve introduced higher
quality quivers the quiver-specific
firms have responded with their own
premium models.

Here’s a look at the wide line-up of
bow quivers on the market in 2009,
divided by the manufacturers that
offer them.

Octane
BowTech fired up the archery

industry with the introduction of its
new line of Octane high performance
supplementary archery equipment at
the ATA show last year in Indianapolis.
In addition to the new bow quivers,
Octane’s line includes arrow rests and
stabilizers. Octane’s one and two piece
quivers feature a quiet and reliable
quick-detach system, CNC machined
aluminum, polymer construction and
magnetic tip retention. Every compo-
nent on both the one and two piece
models has been re-thought and
redesigned by bowhunters, for
bowhunters. 

Both models permit parallel
arrow mounting, silent arrow detach-
ment, and offer a wide range of
adjustability. A CNC pre-cut closed
cell foam insert impregnated with a
corrosion inhibitor designed to keep
broadheads rust free and a unique
magnetic hood insert are included as
standard equipment. The magnetic
hood insert is sure to be a hit with
those hunters preferring to hunt with
mechanical broadheads because
most mechanical broadheads tend to
open when inserted into a foam hood.
The new magnetic hood eliminates
this problem provided those heads
are tipped with carbon steel points, as
most are. 

The magnetic insert holds arrows
in place using rare earth magnets
rather than foam and the magnets
provide Self-Centering Loading,
which guides the arrow to the center
of the dimpled rubber housing.

At the Kinsey’s Dealer Show Christina
Polish helped introduce two new Special
Edition Soft Loc quivers from Alpine. These
have brackets and tubes dipped in APG or
Lost Camo  Patterns, along with hoods.
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Arrows are inserted and removed
“click-free” into the rubber hood with-
out any of the noise associated with
foam. No tools are required for remov-
ing the quiver and Teflon connections
promise absolute silence. Mounting
tension can be adjusted to please both
tree stand hunters as well as stalkers
alike. 

Both quiver models can be
adjusted horizontally to balance the
bow and vertically for personal prefer-
ence. The vertical adjustment pre-
vents arrow extension beyond the
bow making dirt packed nocks a thing
of the past.  Both hood inserts accept
field and target points as well as all
fixed and expandable broadheads. 

Both Octane one and two piece
quivers are available in black and
come in a choice of seven camo pat-
terns: Realtree Hardwoods and
Hardwoods Green HD, APG and
Max4, Mossy Oak Obsession, Brush
and new Break Up. Octane’s one piece
quiver fits all bows with AMO sight
holes while the two piece quiver fits
BowTech, Diamond, Hoyt, Reflex,
Mathews, PSE and most other bows
with included adapters. Contact:
Octane, 90554 Highway 99, N. Eugene,
OR 97402 Phone: (877) 447-0293

Fuse
The all-new, radically-designed

Fuse Ventera quivers are available in
three and five arrow configurations
and feature an adjustable double-
gripper mount to ensure a perfect fit
for both fixed blade and mechanical
broadheads. Sleek and streamlined,
yet tough and durable, Ventera quiv-
ers are said to offer the utmost in
arrow security and lightweight, rock-
solid function. They secure arrow
shafts in an exclusive co-molded hood
without the need for any broadhead
contact and that means broadhead
blades will never dull from the grit
and moisture that can be trapped in
foam liners. 

The Ventera line includes one
piece and two piece models that fea-
ture a hood design with the rubber
insert actually molded into the hood.
Bowhunters will like the idea that the
insert will never shake, rattle, or fall
out. The QD Shorty as well as the One
Piece attach to the upper quiver-

mounting hole on the bow riser. This
mounting system has been re-engi-
neered for 2009 by locating the lever
arm of the Ejector Pin on the quiver.
This design makes it easier for the
hunter to remove the quiver using just
one hand while in the field. The
Ventera Lite is a value-priced four-
arrow model that will appeal to the
budget conscious customer. Fuse
Quivers fit most major brands includ-
ing Hoyt, PSE, Bowtech, and
Mathews.

For 2009, Fuse has expanded its
line of quivers and now offers an even
greater variety. The Satori Two-Piece is
a tough, versatile, lightweight quiver
with 4 inches of vertical travel. The
Satori One-Piece with Quick
Disconnect and Ejector Pin
Technology is a strong, lightweight
design featuring six Shock-Rods for a
whisper-quiet shot. It is designed for
quick, easy quiver removal and instal-
lation. 

The Satori  Shorty with Quick
Disconnect and Ejector Pin
Technology is light, compact and
mounts to the upper quiver mounting
hole. The Satori Lite is a great value
that offers innovation and perfor-
mance at a lower price point. Contact:
Fuse Archery Accessories, 543 Neil
Armstrong Road, Salt Lake City, Utah
84116-2887 Phone: (801) 363-2990

TruGlo
The Pro Tune Quiver by TruGlo

offers hunters a patent pending
Constraint-Layer-Damping technolo-
gy for superior vibration reduction
while built in damping pockets hold
the guide rails in place to further
reduce vibration. Shooters will also
like the idea that the Pro Tune Quiver
is fully adjustable either up or down

without using tools. The
removable arrow grippers securely
hold five arrows and the pre-cut holes
in the foam hood fit both mechanical
and fixed broadheads. A pivoting
mounting system allows the quiver to
be angled away from or toward the
shooter. 

The Pro Tune Quiver includes a
bonus-mounting rail for those who
like to remove their quiver while hunt-
ing from a tree stand. The Pro Tune
Quiver comes in the following
Realtree patterns: Hardwoods Green
HD, Hardwoods HD, and AP Green. It
also comes in two Mossy Oak pat-
terns: New Break Up and Obsession. 

The Tru Quiver by Tru Glo offers
hunters using short axle bows a vibra-
tion free, fully adjustable, compact
and lightweight means to carry five
aluminum or carbon arrows. Pre-cut
holes in the foam hood fit both
mechanical and fixed blade broad-
heads and a versatile mounting brack-
et is reversible for both left and right
hand shooters. An extra mounting rail
is included for those who prefer to
remove their quiver while hunting. A
replacement foam insert is offered for
both the Pro Tune and the Tru Quiver.
The Tru Quiver comes in five camou-
flage patterns just like the Pro Tune
model. Contact: Tru Glo, Inc. PO Box
1612, McKinney, TX 75070 Phone:
(972) 774-0300

Trophy Ridge
Trophy Ridge offers hunters a

choice of two high-end lightweight
aluminum bow quivers equipped
with a sound deadening rubber hood
designed to eliminate reverberation
and sound. The Arrow Cage 1 and
Arrow Cage 2 have a fully adjustable
mounting system that allows them to
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Hunters will
appreciate the
vibration reduc-
tion technology
incorporated
into the Pro
Tune TG300 R3
quiver by
TruGlo. No tools
are required for
adjusting the TG300 quiver
making it simple and convenient to use. A
pivoting mounting system allows the shooter to
select the position of the quiver to slant either forward or back.
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rotate and to adapt to the needs of
every hunter. Both quivers mount to
the upper riser tooling holes on most
bows and allow maximum quiver
clearance. Both models come with
three different types of mounting
brackets to insure a custom fit to all
bows while a rigid insert encases the
rubber hood and protects it and the
hunter from sharp fixed blade or
mechanical broadheads. 

The Arrow Cage 1 comes with a
unique feature that is sure to be
appreciated by any hunter using it. A
braided hang rope is attached to the
hood of the Arrow Cage 1 and allows a
hunter to conveniently hang the
quiver or the bow from a tree limb or
hook while hunting. It’s a simple yet
handy idea and one that is sure to
appeal to many treestand hunters.  In
addition, the Arrow Cage 1 comes
equipped with a quick, half-turn
detach system for rapid, silent
removal from the bow while hunting. 

For the budget minded, Trophy
Ridge offers three functional yet
affordable quivers that will appeal to

many bowhunters. Dur-
able and versatile with an
emphasis on quiet, the
Trophy Ridge 6 Shooter
and 4 Banger offer hunters
a vibration dampening
rubber liner to keep the
hood from becoming an
echo chamber after the
shot. To further emphasize
stealth, dual arrow grippers

work in conjunction with the vibra-
tion-dampening hood and eliminate
vibration caused by stored arrows
wagging at the shot. 

The 4 Banger Multi-Purpose
Quiver will accommodate fixed or
mechanical broadheads while the 6
Shooter Mechanical Quiver is
designed to securely hold mechanical
broadheads or broadheads with fixed
blades of 1 inch or less. The 6 Shooter
Multi-Purpose Quiver is the most ver-
satile of the three and will hold fixed
or mechanical broadheads. An extra
aluminum arrow gripper is included
with both the 6 Shooter and 6 Shooter
Multi-Purpose Quivers. All three quiv-
ers feature a removable foam insert
and a quick detach lever lock feature.
Contact: Trophy Ridge, 817 Maxwell
Avenue, Evansville, IN 47711 Phone:
(800) 694-9494

Hoyt
Hoyt offers hunters two quiver

models that are designed to hold up in
any hunting scenario. The Duralite
two piece and the Quick Detach one

piece quivers offer the hunter excel-
lent balance, performance, and dura-
bility. The Quick Detach one piece
model features Hoyt’s exclusive Lever-
Lock mounting system for quick and
easy removal and installation in the
field. Both quivers securely hold car-
bon or aluminum arrows equipped
with either fixed-blade or mechanical
broadheads. 

Both the Duralite two piece and
the Quick Detach quivers are available
in four or six-arrow configurations

57Circle 226 on Response Card

TruGlo’s Tru Quiver holds five aluminum or
carbon arrows in a vibration free, light-
weight unit while the reversible mounting
bracket accommodates both right and left
hand shooters. 

Both the Arrow Cage 1 and Arrow Cage 2 from Trophy Ridge  incorpo-
rate a sound-deadening rubber hood inside a lightweight aluminum
band. Three different types of brackets fit either quiver to any bow. 
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and come in Realtree APG HD camou-
flage pattern. Contact: Hoyt, 543 Neil
Armstrong Road, Salt lake City, UT
84116 Phone: (801) 363-2990

Bohning
This year, Bohning introduced the

Phoenix, which the firm says is the
first removable two piece bow quiver
with functionality designed at its core.
The Phoenix allows a full 360 degrees
of rotation at two points of the swing
arm. Hunters will appreciate the 5
inches of adjustment on the silent
slide clip and the three retainers hold-
ing the arrow shafts firmly and secure-
ly in place. 

The Phoenix combines the secu-
rity of a two piece quiver with the
functionality of a single piece remov-
able quiver. The unique stepped hood
design separates the fletching and
adequately protects any style broad-
head. The Phoenix is available in
Mossy Oak Break-Up and Treestand
patterns as well as in Realtree APG
and HD Green camo patterns.
Mathews bow owners will like the idea
that the Phoenix comes in Mathews
Lost Camo pattern as well. 

In addition to the Phoenix quiver,
Bohning offers four additional models
designed to meet the need of just
about every bowhunter. The Lynx
comes in a four-arrow or six-arrow
configuration and incorporates a rev-

olutionary hood designed to hug the
bow while the uniquely contoured,
lightweight molded stem provides
durability without adding weight.
Both the Lynx quivers are designed to
hold either fixed or mechanical
broadheads inside the replaceable
sound dampening hood liner. The
Lynx four-arrow quiver weighs only 6
ounces and the Lynx six-arrow model
weighs only 8 ounces. An optional
Small Carbon retainer is available for
use with the Lynx four-arrow quiver
only. Both models come in Classic
Black, Mossy Oak Break-Up, RealTree
APG, HD Green, and Hardwoods pat-
terns as well as the Mathews Lost
Camo pattern.

Bohning’s Panther four and six
arrow quivers incorporate all the fea-
tures of the Lynx model with a
“twist”. The indestructible, flexible
stem of the Panther turns the entire
quiver into a sound deadening vibra-
tion dampener. The stem is made of
a special blend of material designed
to dissipate all bow vibrations
caused by the shot so hunters can
feel comfortable hunting with their
quivers attached to the bow.  Both
the Panther quivers come in Classic
Black, Mossy Oak Break-UP, RealTree
APG, HD Green, and Hardwoods
patterns in addition to the Mathews
Lost camouflage pattern. 

For the budget minded, Bohning
offers the Jack Pine, an economical yet
rugged five-arrow quiver.  The Jack
Pine is strong, lightweight, and offers
set back mounting for balance. This
13 inch quiver weighs only 7.2 ounces
and securely holds fixed blade broad-
heads in a foam-lined hood. The Jack
Pine is available in Classic Black,
RealTree Hardwoods HD Green, and
Mossy Oak Break-Up 3D camo pat-
terns. As with all Bohning quivers, the

Jack Pine comes with a lifetime war-
ranty on workmanship. 

Bohning’s Sentry is an example of
a good thing coming in a small pack-
age. This strong, lightweight (5.6
ounce), three-arrow quiver is perfect
for the tree stand hunter who does not
need a large quiver full of arrows and
is ideal for use with the small, light-
weight bows on the market today. The
Sentry is also suitable for inclusion
with any youth bow package and has
all the features of the Jack Pine quiver
including a lifetime warranty on
workmanship. The Sentry comes in
Classic Black and MossyOak Break-
Up 3D patterns.

Dealers should note that all
Bohning quivers feature the new easy
to mount and easy to use Lever-Lock
Release Quiver Mounting System. A
simple flip of a lever is all a hunter
needs to securely lock the quiver in
place. Release the lever and the quiver
silently slides out of the mount.
Hunters will also like the idea there
are no metal springs or tabs to make
noise or to increase vibration. The
Lever Lock System mounts to the bow
riser or sight with just two screws.
Contact: Bohning, 7361 N. 7 Mile
Road, Lake City, MI 49651 Phone:
(231) 229-4247.

Alpine Archery
Alpine introduced the Soft Loc

Quiver System in 2001 and it has
gained in popularity ever since. When
mounted on a bow, this quiver actual-
ly reduces felt vibrations and acts as a
vibration dampener. For this reason,
the Soft Loc has quickly become
known as one of the quietest, mid-
priced quivers available. The five
Arrow Soft Loc quiver made a big hit
among archers when it was first intro-
duced and as a result, Alpine subse-
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Hunters who prefer keeping their quiver attached to the
bow may find the built in sound dampening features of
Bohning’s Panther flexible bow quiver much to their lik-
ing. The flexible stem of the Panther quiver is made with a
special blend of sound deadening material.
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quently came out with a three and
seven arrow version spanning the
range of choice for those archers look-
ing for smaller or bigger models. The
beauty of the “system” is the extreme
versatility of the quiver itself due to
the unique rubber mount and dual
guide rails. The Soft Loc quiver attach-
es or detaches from the bow quickly
and quietly and offers convenient ver-
tical adjustment with built-in vibra-
tion dampening.

For 2009, Alpine has introduced
two new entries into the Soft Lock
line. The two one piece Special
Edition Quivers feature a full camo
option offering hunters the opportu-
nity to give their bow hunting set up a
custom look. The Soft Loc Special
Edition Quivers are being offered in
Lost Camo for those shooting
Mathews bows and in the Realtree
APG HD pattern for the wide array of
bows currently available in that pat-
tern. The APG HD is a universal green
camo pattern that will match many
other camo patterns available in
today’s market. The new Special
Edition Soft Loc is only available in
the five arrow version. 

The Alpine Bear Claw Quiver
offers hunters yet another effective
and economical way to carry their
arrows. The Bear Claw three and five
arrow models are designed to have
more refined features than any other

price point quiver available. The Bear
Claw Quiver is a universal quiver sys-
tem designed with the treestand
hunter in mind. With the Bear Claw,
hunters are provided with a light-
weight, inexpensive quiver that easily
detaches from the bow riser and
accepts any common arrow size. The
Bear Claw has a wide range of vertical
adjustment, so shooters can move the
quiver up or down thus avoiding rest
or sight conflicts. Conventional
broadheads are held securely while
the convenient pre-cut holes in the
quiver foam allow hunters to use
mechanical broadheads without the
extra weight of an additional gripper. 

Several optional accessories are
available for the Bear Claw quiver
making it long lasting as well as versa-
tile. Hunters can purchase replace-
ment foam hood inserts as well as
replacement arrow grippers. A screw-
in mount is also available and will
appeal to those hunters preferring not
to shoot with the quiver attached to
the bow. The Bear Claw comes in
Mossy Oak New Break-Up, Realtree
Hardwoods Green HD, Realtree
Hardwoods, and Realtree APG HD as
well as the Predator Deception Brown
and Mathews Lost patterns. Contact:
Alpine Archery, P.O. Box 319,
Lewiston, ID 83501 Phone: (888) 909-
4717

Mathews
The Mathews revolutionary

ArrowWeb T-Series Quiver is the next
generation quiver for the entire
Mathews bow line. The ArrowWeb is
loaded with innovative features
including the SpiderClaw quick snap
attachment system which allows a
speedy disconnect for those hunters
who prefer hunting without a quiver
attached to their bow. Basically you
rotate the quiver on two studs that are
attached to the bow to attach the
quiver. The skeletal frame of the
quiver flexes enough to allow the

frame to snap on the studs. Removal is
just as easy and not surprisingly,
Matthews has licensed the
SpiderClaw technology for use with
other accessories like sights. As with
other Mathews products, the
ArrowWeb T-Series quiver has a built-
in harmonic damper to dissipate
vibration. 

The SpiderClaw attachment sys-
tem quickly converts for either right
or left hand use and its overall length
can be adjusted to accommodate
longer arrows. This quiver is extreme-
ly lightweight and is available in three,
five or seven arrow models. Contact:
Mathews, Inc. 919 River Road, Sparta,
WI 54656 Phone: (608) 269-2728.

Limbsaver
According to company president

Steve Sims, Sims Vibration Laboratory
has become a full line archery manu-
facturer. Sims told ArrowTrade the
company continues to innovate,
improve, and to expand their product
offering through research, testing, and
evaluating new and improved tech-
nologies, materials, and designs pur-

Circle 139 on Response Card

Quality quiet quiversy q q
in models that hold 3,
4 or 6 arrows.

The new K 3 Solid Stem
weighs in at 5.6 oz and is
available in 9 camouflageavailable in 9 camouflage
patterns and legendary
black .

Quivers detach easily and
universally fit all our

ti b k t

www.kwikeekwiver.com

mounting brackets.

The Mathews ArrowWeb T-Series Quiver
comes in three, five, or seven arrow models.
This quiver is available in either RealTree AP
or Mathews Lost Camo patterns as well as in
black. A built-in Harmonic Damper dissipates
vibration and noise while the Spider Claw
quick detachment system  allows hunters to
quickly and silently detach their quiver from
the bow.
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suant to producing ‘Products That
Work.’ 

We spoke to Sims at the ATA show
in Indianapolis last January and he
showed us the new Sims M6 Bow
Quiver. The M6 comes in one and two
piece models which are quiet,
durable, and install on all bows. Sims
explained that the M6 is one of the
lightest quivers on the market and
offers exclusive LimbSaver technology
with a NAVCOM arrow gripper and
hood insert. The Sims one piece
quiver also features a positive locking
quick-detach bracket and an ultra-
light bow mounting bracket. 

Both M6 models offer universal
left and right hand installation and
accommodate fixed and expandable
blade broadheads. Contact Sims at
(360) 427-6031 for further informa-
tion. 

Kwikee Kwiver 
Bob Stinson along with his busi-

ness partner Chester (Chet) Grant
developed the first lightweight, quick-
detachable quiver for compound
bows in 1976. Today, Chet Grant,
owner of Grand Traverse Plastics still
makes the quality, efficient and
affordable Kwikee KK-6 Kompound
Kwiver that has stood the test of time
and remains their number one seller. 

The same great design and quali-

ty of the KK-6 has been manufactured
in the four arrow Lite-4, and Combo
quivers. Each quiver uses the same
locking bracket system so they are
interchangeable. The Kwik-3 and the
Combo 4 quivers are designed to hold
fixed or mechanical broad heads and
carbon or aluminum arrows. 

For 2009, Kwikee has come out
with the new Kwik-3SS, a three arrow
quiver weighing just 5.6 ounces. It is
patterned after a folding quiver that
was popular with stickbow shooters
but this new one dispenses with the
hinge so it is lighter. The Kwik-3SS
stem is  of one piece construction and
is equipped with the quick detachable
bracket mount. In addition, it features
double arrow grippers for use with
either standard or mechanical broad-
heads. All of Kwikee Kwiver’s products
come with an unconditional guaran-
tee and this year most models have
stem as well as hood film-dipped in
camo, instead of just the hood as in
past years.

Kwikee has always offered a very
large range of camo finishes and this
year you’ll also find updated packag-
ing. Instead of bags with hang tags the
quivers are now in clear clamshell
packaging, which makes it easier to
view the camo and also makes a nicer
presentation on the dealer’s wall.
Phone (800) 346-7001 for additional

information.

Treelimb Products
Treelimb Products had its incep-

tion in 2005 when it came out with the
Treelimb Hanger, a device designed
for hanging a detachable bow quiver
on a tree for silent convenience while
hunting. Since then, the company has
gone from making the accessory to
making the quiver itself. In 2009,
Treelimb Products has added to its
original two models by introducing
the Treelimb Quiver Premium Series. 

The Premium Series comes in
either three or five arrow models and
features a machined aluminum frame
with a built-in Treelimb Hanger. There
are no moving parts on either model
and a rubber mounting post silencer
insures quietness and stealth while
hunting. The two new quivers each
have a quick detach mounting system
and accept mechanical or fixed blade
broadheads and accommodate any
size arrow shaft. The premium series
uses a Tension Lock System to mount
the quiver to the bow sight eliminat-
ing vibration and noise. Also available
with the Premium Series is a new uni-
versal riser-mounting bracket that
mounts directly to the bow riser
resulting in a higher mounting loca-
tion on the bow itself. 

The two standard Treelimb quiver
models are vertically adjustable to
accommodate longer arrows and also
have a built-in Treelimb Hanger.
These models use a glass filled poly-
mer to form the lightweight, skeletal
frames. They accept mechanical or
fixed blade broadheads and have a
pivoting lock block with three locking
positions. All Treelimb Quivers come
in a variety of popular camouflage
patterns including the new for 2009,
Carbon X pattern. Contact Treelimb
Products at (419) 658-2010.

Apex
In addition to its three and five

arrow models, Apex Gear has added a
new seven arrow quiver to is MQX-
NANO series for 2009. All quiver mod-
els include Magnetic Quick X Connect
Technology which enables quiet and
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Steven Sims displays the
new LimbSaver quivers.

This year, Kwikee has come out with the new Kwik-3SS a
solid stem three-arrow quiver weighing only 5.6 ounces.
Double arrow grippers securely hold either fixed blade
or mechanical broadheads while a universal mounting
bracket is interchangeable with all other Kwikee models.
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easy removal of the quiver in hunting
situations. They also have a double
gripper design to hold both carbon
and aluminum arrows. Apex also
offers extra Magnetic Quiver
Mounting brackets for storing the
quiver in the tree while hunting.
These quivers are compact, light-
weight, and fully adjustable. Hunters
will appreciate the rubber boot
insert that keeps the hood quiet and
that won’t dull broadheads. 

Apex is now decorating the
MQX-NANO series quivers in four
camo patterns so that hunters can
match their quiver to their bow. The
quivers come in Realtree APG, Mossy
Oak Break Up, Mathews Lost Camo,
and in Realtree Hardwoods Green

camouflage patterns. Phone (877)
701-2739 for further information. 

TightSpot 
Dealers and hunters might want

to sit up and take notice of the new
TightSpot Quiver because, according
to company President Joe Jacks, it’s
the first quiver that allows shooters
to actually balance their bow to
reduce torque. Currently, hunters
have a choice between accepting
torque and noise or removing their
quiver while hunting. Removing the
quiver may take the arrows out of
close reach but leaving it on could be
worse unless you’ve practiced with
the bow that way. 

The breakthrough behind the
TightSpot quiver is the RightSpot
adjustability system. This is a radical
new concept that may change the
way shooters look at bow quivers.
Because the quiver is highly
adjustable, it can be moved in or out,
up or down, and forward or back to
the point where it exerts virtually no
accuracy-affecting torque. The pure
carbon rods used in its construction
are incorporated into its unique
design so that the quiver actually
acts as a stabilizer, Jacks said, reduc-
ing overall bow vibration. Because it
is so efficient, Jacks said this design
allows bow hunters to reduce the
size and weight of their stabilizer or
to even remove it altogether. 

The TightSpot’s hood and arrow
gripper are a long 18 inches apart to
minimize arrow vibration and noise.
A bumper strip in the quiver’s cross-
bar further lessens arrow vibration
and allows you to pivot it right
against the cable guard. In addition,

hunters will appreciate how the
TightSpot’s TailFan design “fans out”
arrow fletching and keeps it from
making contact. 

The TightSpot quiver is loaded
with additional features including
the exclusive ArrowWedge gripper
system which allows arrows to be
individually tightened. This system
provides up to 20 times the arrow
holding power of some other quiv-
ers. For further information phone
TightSpot at (406) 388-2546. 

Summary
Like other archery equipment,

quivers have gone through a meta-
morphosis of design and today just
about all are lighter, quieter, and
stronger than those models pro-
duced in the past. Fortunately, quiv-
ers don’t take up a great deal of shop
or wall space allowing dealers to
offer an array of models along a
spectrum of prices so that customers
can match their equipment to their
needs and to their budget. 

Quivers may seem like small
items but they can add a significant
number to a shop’s bottom line
because every archer needs one and
many hunters buying a new bow
want one to match their equipment.
Fortunately, for dealers and their
customers there is a lot from which
to choose.  

Standard Treelimb quivers come in a vari-
ety of camouflage patterns including
Mathews Lost Camo, RealTree Hardwoods
Green HD, Mossy Oak BreakUp, Mossy Oak
Obsession, Advantage Max-4 and a new
Carbon X pattern.

One of the few seven arrow quivers on
the market is this new one in the MQX-
NANO series from Apex Gear. It uses a
quiet magnetic attachment system and
has a rubber-lined hood and twin arrow
grippers with enough flex to handle
aluminum or carbon shafts.
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